
Join Super Steam 
 

Our low-pressure steam equipment cleans perfectly and knows endless applications. This 
professional, industrial steam technique lends itself extremely well to intensive cleaning of 
persistent or ill reachable contaminations. The professional user can 
number of 230V and 400V machines from the high
materials and years of development created a reliable, user

 
The innovative models from the Join Super Steam series 
stand for quality. The strong stainless steel bodywork,
advanced electronics and other high-grade materials show 
that this series is designed for the professional and 
industrial market. The modern techniques and the power of 
steam will make you clean without effort. The 
detergent injection or vacuum cleaner can be operated 
easily from the steampistol. 
 

 
An extensive set of brushes and accessories comes with 
every machine and provides a very extensive and efficient 
application for this machine. All machines are equipped with 
an adjustable detergent injection. With the optional,
powerful and integrated dust- and water vacuum cleaner,
functionality can be increased even more. 
 
If necessary the environment-friendly Wigrex products can 
be used to quickly remove persistent greases, oil, chewing 
gum, paraffin, lime, moulds, oxidations, sugar remains, 
chocolate remains, graffiti, stickers, etc. Furthermore, 
steam cleaners consume a minimal amount of water, 
contradictory to high-pressure cleaners that easily make a 
wet affair. Therefore, steam cleaning is often used in the 
food industry with its strict HACCP norms! 
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Join Super Steam 3400 / 6000 Watt
equipment cleans perfectly and knows endless applications. This 

professional, industrial steam technique lends itself extremely well to intensive cleaning of 
persistent or ill reachable contaminations. The professional user can choose 

230V and 400V machines from the high-quality Join Super Steam series. High
materials and years of development created a reliable, user-friendly and effective steamer
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Advantages  
■ Multi-purpose cleaner 
■ Quick and easy cleaning in case of maintenance work
■ Low water usage. As a result environmentally friendly and 
…therefore less disposal costs
■ Strong stainless steel bodywork
■ Modern electronic control
■ Stainless steel boiler with high
■ Heating elements welded into the boiler to prevent   
…leakage through gaskets or seals
■ Adjustable system for the injection of detergents
■ Steam, detergent and vacuum cleaner directly controlled 
…on the pistol at safe, low voltage
■ Disinfectant effect 
■ An even better cleaning result with our special detergents 
 
Technical details 
Model   
Voltage    
Capacity    
Steam pressure   
System temperature  
Cleansing time   
Detergent pump    
Capacity water tank  
Capacity detergent tank  
Steam outlet  
Vacuum cleaner    
Boiler   
 
Models 
The Join Super Steam SCV is technically identical to t
SC model but is equipped with a powerful integrated 
vacuum cleaner. The 400V
powerful than the 230V models and maintain a constant 
high pressure and temperature.
 
Cleansing agents 
For optimal results, we advise to use our cleansing agents 
because other cleansing agents settle or loose their 
effectiveness when heated! Furthermore, our cleansing 
agents are biodegradable and not aromatic, so there is no 
bad smell or irritation from heating.
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3400 / 6000 Watt 
equipment cleans perfectly and knows endless applications. This 

professional, industrial steam technique lends itself extremely well to intensive cleaning of 
choose between a 

quality Join Super Steam series. High-grade 
friendly and effective steamer. 

Quick and easy cleaning in case of maintenance work 
Low water usage. As a result environmentally friendly and 
therefore less disposal costs 
Strong stainless steel bodywork 
Modern electronic control 
Stainless steel boiler with high-quality heating elements 
Heating elements welded into the boiler to prevent   
leakage through gaskets or seals 
Adjustable system for the injection of detergents 
Steam, detergent and vacuum cleaner directly controlled 

at safe, low voltage 

An even better cleaning result with our special detergents      

3400 SC/V 6000 SC/V 
230V   400V  
3400 Watt  6000 Watt  
6,5 bar   7 bar  
165°C   170°C 
continuously continuously 
yes  yes  
5 liters  5 liters 

 2 liters  2 liters  
adjustable adjustable 
optional  optional  
stainless steel  stainless steel 

SCV is technically identical to the 
SC model but is equipped with a powerful integrated 
vacuum cleaner. The 400V machines are even more 

models and maintain a constant 
high pressure and temperature. 

For optimal results, we advise to use our cleansing agents 
because other cleansing agents settle or loose their 
effectiveness when heated! Furthermore, our cleansing 
agents are biodegradable and not aromatic, so there is no 

ritation from heating. 
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